Orange, a major
player in the
wholesale market
Choose reliability and quality: take
advantage of our in-depth
knowledge of the industry thanks
to our activities in both retail and
wholesale markets. Our dedicated
teams on four continents serve
1,000 mobile operators,
international carriers, ISPs and
content providers worldwide. You
can rely on our seamless backbone
network spanning 220 countries and
benefit from 450,000 km of fibre
cable.
Thanks to a worldwide R&D policy,
we are at the forefront of
technological advances.

In brief

Wi-Fi Roaming
Our solution
Orange opens the borders between Mobile and Wi-Fi
technologies for a smarter and efficient usage of Data
Roaming.
The device automatically switches between Wi-Fi and Mobile
for a new and unique end-to-end roaming experience.
The Orange Wi-Fi Roaming solution provides a real good
journey, simple, secure and consistent.
It hides the underlying technology whatever the device and
wherever the location with the main advantages:
 Duplication of the Mobile World
 Mobile core anchorage for Wi-Fi Data Roaming
 Relying on carrier grade Wi-Fi networks

Wi-Fi Roaming proposes Mobile
Networks Operators new outbound
roaming partnerships onto trusted Wi-Fi
networks
to benefit from the best network quality.

A convergent offer providing:

SIM based authentication
Roam like home solution
Traffic rerouted to home network
Security and efficiency
in roaming services
New roaming agreements
and benefit from
Hub model advantages

For all
end users

Anywhere

At any
time

Orange Wi-Fi Roaming
Your benefits
Incremental
revenues

Extend your coverage
and customers base

The opening of new roaming
data agreements via a Hub
model will bring you quick
and additional revenues

A solution to get more
coverage (indoor, flights) and
new customers

No CAPEX

Easy to connect

A convergent solution without
additional investments

One IPX connection, one
invoice and one single point
of contact

Stay connected everywhere abroad
Our Wi-Fi Roaming solution offers
a unique and easy end to end roaming experience
for a better roaming satisfaction

Orange
Whether you are an international or a regional player, a wholesaler, a retailer or an OTT, we provide you with tailor-made solutions adapted to your specific needs.
Protecting the value of your business and bringing new services to your end-users is what we do through a wide range of offers available anywhere in the world.
At Orange, our priority, is to ensure the best quality of services, and bring continuous improvement to our customers relationship in order to meet your needs and
expectations.

www.orange.com/wholesalesolutions

